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It is our aim
to provide a
solution to
your problem
and more
importantly
to your
satisfaction.

Since our beginnings in 1947, Bowers Electricals has
become one of the UK’s biggest suppliers of electrical
products including energy saving Distribution and Power
Transformers. Bowers supply new or refurbished power
and distribution transformers, HV and LV switchgear and all
manner of associated products and services.
Our transformers provide solutions for all applications and
working environments. They are design to fit seamlessly
between energy generation and the end user with up to
60MVA at 66kV.
Bowers Electricals offers a full turnkey operation that
includes the supply, overhaul, rewind and repair of
customer property, as well as ongoing service, maintenance
and expert project management of all development,
regardless of size.

Bowers Electricals boasts a prestigious list of
clients from across the public and private sectors,
throughout the UK including:
• Construction
• Food Industry
• Hospitals, Schools & Universities
• Oil, Gas & Water
• Manufacturing
• Ministry of Defence
• Power Stations
• Renewable Energy - Wind & Solar
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Power Transformers
Our in-house technical and design experts, supported by our operational facility, offer
fully tailored solutions to suit your transformer requirements. All our transformers are
manufactured in accordance with UK, EU and International regulations.
Bowers Electricals Ltd offers power transformers up to 60MVA at 66kV available in
ONAN, ONAF or OFAF specifications, complete with standard and special fittings that
include:
•

Conservator and Bucholz

•

Forced fan cooling

•

HV and LV cable boxes or outdoor bushings

•

Oil circulation pump systems

•

On load tap changers

•

Separate and integral cooling bank systems

•

Tap changer control panels

•

Temperature monitoring systems

Our team of experienced technicians can quickly react to your individual
requirements, with short lead times and competitive prices to your exact
specifications.
At our Heanor works, there is opportunity to witness the stringent testing the Power
Transformers are subject to during the end of the manufacturing process. Special
tests such as temperature rise, impulse, noise levels, etc can also be offered as
required.
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Standard Distribution
Our standard distribution transformer range is available from 315kVA
to 3150kVA, with a typical 11000V input to 415V no-load output, but any
size and voltage range can be catered for, up to 20MVA at 33kV. To keep
lead times to a minimum, we source standard distribution transformers
for stock as well as to clients’ specific requirements.
Units are typically designed with HV and LV flanges to BS2562 facings
suitable for accommodation of bolt-on HV and LV cable boxes or LV

Amorphous
Amorphous transformers have been around since the 1980’s and offer significantly reduced no-load losses compared
to conventional laminated silicon steel units.
With rising electricity prices and growing pressure to reduce carbon emissions, businesses of all sizes are looking
for cost-effective solutions to reduce their energy consumption, after recognising this demand Bowers Amorphous
Transformers were built.
Replacing a standard transformer with a loss Amorphous Transformer from Bowers Electricals not only reduces the
amount of energy wasted but in turn lowers carbon emissions

transformer mounted feeder pillars / ACB / MCCB cabinets and HV

and reduces operating costs. The transformers are not only

transformer mounted switch gear to ENATS standards.

compliant with the 2021 Tier 2 Eco Design directive but actually
offer losses which are substantially less. Other benefits include:

Bowers Electricals standard units are also fitted with bolt-on panel
design radiators and have been carefully designed so that HV switch

•

Available with all cooling mediums

gear can be fitted without interfering with the radiators removing the

•

Designed to accommodate HV and LV switchgear

need for extension throats.

•

Reduced operating costs

•

Best ROI

•

Stock units and bespoke solutions available

Our distribution transformers are manufactured in accordance with
national and internationally recognised standards, fully compliant with
the EU commission regulation 548/2014 on Ecodesign and also to
BSEN60076 standards. All our standard distribution transformers come

Tier 2

with a warranty of two years.

Bowers Tier 2 transformers offer significantly reduced no-load
losses against Pre 2015 CRGO units.
They are fully compliant with all current UK and EU directives
including the 2021 Tier 2 EU directive 548/2014, and offer
marked reductions both in carbon emissions and energy waste
over the course of a units typical 25 year lifespan. Savings can
total up to £9,000 per annum, when comparing the running
costs of our Tier 2 transformer to a historical 1950’s standard
CRGO transformer.
Our standard range of Tier 2 Distribution Transformers are
manufactured using cold rolled grain oriented (CRGO) steel. They
range from 50kVA to 3150kVA with voltage ratio’s of 3.3kV, 6.6kV,

D.N.O

11kV and 33kV step down to 415V. Standard vector Dyn11 and
include an extended voltage tapping range -5% to +7.5%.

Bowers Electricals supplies Distribution Network Operator (or
DNO) approved transformers. Our general package includes supply
and installation of all required works from the D.N.O metered
feeder. We offer full liaison with the D.N.O to connect to the
network and install the new D.N.O HV metered feeders. This allows
the customer to order from one source and for Bowers to carry
out the required project management and liaison.
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Cast Resin
Our Cast Resin transformers are designed to suit our
customers’ requirements either in IP00 specification,
often required by LV switchboard manufacturers, or with
sheet steel ventilated enclosures and cable boxes, which
can be designed and built to suit bespoke specifications.
These cast resin transformers are designed and
constructed with their windings encapsulated in resin
and are an excellent alternative to traditional oilimmersed transformer. Other qualities include: reduced
overall sizes, self-extinguishing and high mechanical
resistance to electro-dynamic stresses.
All our cast resin transformers are manufactured to IEC
60076-11 and Eco Regulation 548/2014 as applicable.
Our standard range of cast resin transformers is 50kVA
up to 3150kVA.
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Intellivolt ‘Smart’
The smart
transformer;
combining two
technologies
in one
revolutionary
package –
to save you
more.
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Two technologies, one revolutionary solution. A low loss distribution
transformer with advanced voltage optimisation technology.
Bowers Intellivolt is unlike any other transformer on the market, the
intelligent transformer constantly monitors the 3 outgoing voltages
independently and optimises them to the required output level,
resulting in reduced loses and increased service life of electrical
equipment.
When used with equipment such as refrigeration or air-cooling
devices, 3 phase motors, high intensity discharge or fluorescent
lighting, Intellivolt voltage optimisation not only helps to maximise
equipment efficiency, but it reduces energy consumption to create
measurable financial savings.
Bowers Intellivolt Real-Time energy monitoring is a sophistication
piece of technology which enables users to pinpoint energy savings
remotely, accurately and in real time.

Bespoke
We know every job is different that’s why we pride ourselves on understanding the

Lifting Points

Pressure Relief Device
with alarm and trip
contacts

customers requirements. Our team of technical design engineers and dedicated
project team take time to understand each project, so we are in a unique position

Thermometer
Pocket

to offer bespoke energy saving solutions for our clients, with a fast turnaround.

Liquid Level
Indicator

Along with the standard transformers, we can
provide:

Off Circuit Tap
Switch to give
HV Variation

•

Custom paint finishes and colours.

•

All types of cooling arrangements 		
(conventional mineral oil to natural and
synthetic esters.

•

Load tap changes.

•

Seperate or integral cooling 		
systems.

•

Pressure Vacuum Bleeder
(pictured above)

Jacking
Points

Bolt On
Radiator

Stainless Steel
Marshalling Box

Drain Valve
DN25

C5 Paint Finish and
fixings suitable for
Saline Environment
Colour 18-B25 Grey
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And many other custom specifications
that you might need.

Refurbishment & Maintenance
At Bowers Electrical we not only supply the equipment but can
also provide lifetime on site technical support and maintenance
for a wide range of applications. Our dedicated team of High
Bowers Electricals hold large stocks

Voltage engineers can provide full on-site maintenance of all

of quality used power equipment

your electrical plant and power equipment 24/7, 365 days a

including power and distribution

year across the UK and overseas.

transformers, HV & LV switchgear,
induction and DC motors, control gear,

We offer bespoke service and maintenance contracts to suit all

power factor correction equipment

your requirements. These contracts are typically up to 5 years

and other associated power

and include full maintenance, annual inspections and testing of

equipment.

the transformer oil. Our maintenance schedules are carefully
designed to optimise the performance, durability, and life span

All our equipment is fully refurbished

of your equipment.

by our engineers. The refurbished
transformers with a comprehensive

As well as on-site support, our maintenance customers receive

warranty of two year. Whilst all other

the full support of our technical team, including the provision

equipment comes with a one year

of HV network diagrams, oil trend analysis information and

warranty.

recommendations on any operational restrictions, DIN’s and
SOP’s.

Our range of refurbished transformers
includes standard distribution up to

Bowers will always make recommendations on any suggested

5MVA.

upgrade or modifications we consider necessary to improve the
reliability and effectiveness of your network.

We also provide refurbished Cast Resin
and air cooled transformers, special
ratio transformers (both in step up or
step down) designs are also available.

Transformer
Rewinds

Bower’s supply, repair, rewind, re-design and overhaul all types of
power & distribution Transformers & rectifiers up to 60MVA. Our
extensive overhaul and rewind facilities are further supported by our
new Transformer manufacturing division and design team. We have
one of the largest drying ovens in the industry and our transformer test
facilities provide routine tests in accordance with BSEN60076.
All our repairs and rewinds are carried out in accordance with our
quality assurance to ISO9001:200.
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